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T he main cost factor in design company 
are the revenues of the employees and 
management. It is also clearly a fixed 
cost. Companies are often trying to im-

plement some solutions allowing to register the 
man hours and assign the cost of salaries to the 
projects. There is plenty of web-based applica-
tions and excel sheets allowing to perform this 
task in some way. The common problem how-
ever is that due to the fact that mentioned above 
solutions have limited functionality there is no 
any benefits for the users coming from using it. 
The consequence of this is that designers do not 
consider the reporting as solid element of their 
work but something next to it and reporting is 
done only when required, for example once per 
week or even once per month. As the importance 
of the everyday reporting is a subject for anoth-
er article it is worth to stress at least the nega-
tive consequence of the non-continuous report-
ing that is periodical registratio of the costs. The 
team of twenty designers working only 5 days 
on the project can easily consume 1000 hours 
from the budget, if uncontrolled this might lead 
to the dramatic consequences. This is only one of 
the reasons why continuous hours reporting and 
automatic hours registration to a proper projects 
is very important. Naturally hours reported by in-
dividual designers can be easily converted into 
the financial cost if the salaries are also securely 
kept in the database.

The second important cost factor in design 
business are subcontractors. In various industry 
sectors the proportion between the salaries and 
subcontractor costs are different and the propor-
tion is often one the elements of business kno-
whow of design companies. The PTM (Project 
Target Multiplayer) quotation preparation meth-
odology nicely describes the mentioned above 
relation. The principle of the method is that first-
ly the project team is defined and the involve-
ment of the members of the team is estimated. 
The method is quite flexible and useful as in the 
beginning if does not require a prompt assign-
ments of the specific employees. It is sufficient to 
select the profession (architect, designer, project 
manager etc.) and by definition of involvement 
and duration of the projects get the approximate 
amount of hours.

Simple multiplication by the average or de-
fined for various professions hourly rates and a 
sum operation results with the reliable total cost 
of work performed by the design company em-
ployees. The idea of the PTM method is to use a 
multiplication coefficient and use it to calculate 
the total value of the design costs. The calculation 
formula is presented below:
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There is plenty of definitions and examples of the design companies 
cost structures. In this article I would like to focus on the interesting 
aspects of similarities in this area between the companies from 
various industry sectors and also to find the universal guidelines for 
those who would like to avoid uncontrollable funds consumption on 
their projects.
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Where:

V – total value of the design work
K – Project Target Multiplayer coefficient
a – estimated amount of hours per profession
b – average hourly rate per profession
i – amount of various professions involved in the 
design activity
R – contingency coefficient
c – direct costs
l – amount of various planned project directcosts

For multidisciplinary companies, where the in-
volvement of subcontractors involvement is rather 
low the value of K (Project Target Multiplayer co-
efficient) is also low, between 1,4 – 1,8. For areas 
of the industry, where the projects are naturally 
performed in the distributed environment with 
the large amount of subcontractors engaged the 
value is higher. In the case of architectural firms 
the value of K is usually between 2,2 and 3. Cal-
culated in this way V (total value of the design 
work) can be confronted with the basic method 
used usually by the investor, it can be for example 
multiplication of one of the object parameters by 
the statistical price as presented below:
                             

Where:

W – estimated value of the design work
X – designed object characteristic parameter 
defined in specific units (area in square meters, 
mass in kilograms etc.)
Y – statistical price of design per square meter, 
kilogram etc.

In most of the cases quick definition of V and 
W gives a range of the prices that can be used 
in the negotiations with the customer. If the K pa-
rameter is defined properly than the V gives the 
breakeven price and W is the customer budget 
reflecting the market situation. It is interesting that 
in Wayman system user have the possibility get 
the results of V and W for every opportunity, this 
systematic approach gives a very clear overview 
of the quotation and price evaluation process for 
sales experts. Controlling of the performance of 
subcontractors is also a subjects for another ar-

ticle but it is important to focus the attention on 
the fact that subcontractors costs should be 
also properly restarted and assigned to a 
proper projects in order to get a full overview 
of the financial situation on the project.

As far as cost of work and subcontractors 
can be straightforward assigned to the projects 
the situation with the general costs of the activ-
ity and other costs is slightly more complicated. 
What are then the other costs that we have not 
mentioned before. Firstly the obvious general 
costs like property, banking costs, management 
costs, bookkeeping, insurances, software, leas-
ing, amortization, taxes etc. To get the clear over-
view of the total cost of the company operation 
it is not sufficient to summarize all of the projects 
related costs, consequently also the total project 
cost must be increased with part of the general 
costs. The fair percentage evaluation of the gen-
eral costs that should be assigned to the project 
is simply proportional to the relation between the 
hours consumed in the company for the project 
to the total amount of hours consumed. Usually 
the calculation is done on the monthly basis just 
as it is presented on the formula below:
 
                          

Where:

R – coefficient of project participation in general 
costs
h – amount of hours consumed during the month 
for the project
n – total amount of the projects performed dur-
ing the month

This methodology is reasonable and fair 
cause the general costs are divided on the 
monthly bases between the projects, and 
the division is based on the time consumed for 
the project by the designers. Frankly speaking 
if the project is not active it does not generate 
any activity in the company than it most proba-
bly does not require the consumption of the re-
sources provided by the investments recognized 
as general costs.
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Very typical for the design firms are R&D related 
costs and costs of sales and marketing as well as 
common for all companies the costs of paid hol-
idays, sick leave and other. All of the costs men-
tioned above must be also divided between the 
projects with the small exception for sales and mar-
keting costs. In fact the influence of the sales and 
marketing costs on the general financial situation of 
the company and the projects is clearly visible in the 
medium size design and engineering companies 
remaining in the development phase. It is a well-
known saying that “development costs”. The reason 
for this is that very often owner of the company, 
shareholders and top management is personally 
involved in the sales and marketing and is spend-
ing quite much time on this activity. The increase 
of cost is simply resulted by the high salaries level 
of the top management and if not taken properly 
into account can seriously interrupt the company li-
quidity. There is no common rules for handling the 
sales and marketing costs. Some companies prefer 
to divide all sales and marketing costs between the 
projects alternative approach is to proceed like this 
only with the unsuccessful or still in progress activ-
ities and in case of signing of the contract assign 
the stages, tasks and costs to the project defined on 
the basis of the new contract. As lack consensus in 
this cases leads to the conclusion that both methods 
pros and cons are close to equal Wayman provides 
a possibility to easily select one of the methods.

Speaking about Wayman functionality I must 
mention also that it takes seriously one click in Way-
man to assign the project to the general costs finan-
cial object in Wayman database. In Wayman each 
R&D project is performed just like any other project 
but the system takes care to properly assign 
all the R&D project related costs to the total 
sum of general costs.

The common requirement of design and engi-
neering companies is to keep the costs under con-
trol. This requirement must be fulfilled on the daily 
basis, properly and the only way to do it is by the da-
tabase driven management system. Surly this task 
can be performed by any ERP system if the proper 
analyses will be performed, special analytics and 
functionality will be set or developed. This usually is 
both costly and time consuming. The huge handi-
cap that Wayman has while comparing in this area 
to other ERP systems that could be potentially im-

plemented in the design and engineering company 
is that Wayman has all features described in this 
article and many more ready for implementation in 
plug and play or straight out of the box manner. For 
design companies, the ROI is crucial so bearing in 
mind the immediate benefits after implementation 
Wayman should be a natural choice for design and 
engineering companies.
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